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imagine my surprise when, out of the
blue, in the winter of 2016, i received a
message through my website from a
writer named casey cep. “i’m writing
about your essay ‘harper lee and Words
left behind,’” she said.1 “it was a pleasure
to read, and i’d love to talk with you
about it. any chance you have a direct
email address or a telephone number at
which i could reach you?”
The essay she referred to described my
grandfather’s childhood in monroeville
and his relationship with harper lee and
Truman capote. 2 i recognized cep’s
name from an article she had written a
few months earlier.3 i told her i’d be glad
to talk. she replied that she was in the
area that very day–in lanett, in fact. For
whatever reason, though, we didn’t
meet, but we did email back and forth.
how i regretted that missed opportunity as cep’s fame spread across the
globe earlier this year, after the publication of Furious Hours, which involves the
true-crime thriller that lee allegedly
wrote (in whole or in part) but never
published. The presumed oﬀender in
the story is the reverend Willie maxwell,
an african-american preacher in coosa
county who, in the 1970s, purportedly
murdered two of his wives, his nephew,
his brother, a neighbor, and, lastly, his
adopted daughter, shirley ann, and
then collected death benefits on life insurance policies that he secured in
which he was the beneficiary.

i lost that chance to meet cep, but refused to miss Furious Hours. if cep could
render maxwell with haunting sensitivity as capote had deftly profiled Perry
smith, the convicted murderer from In
Cold Blood, then i was, i knew, in for an
exhilarating read.
lee is just one of three key figures in
Furious Hours, with the other two being a
colorful attorney named Tom radney
and, of course, maxwell. divided into
three parts–“The reverend” (maxwell),
“The lawyer” (radney), and “The Writer”
(lee)–the narrative shifts between these
titular subjects, but proceeds more or less
chronologically. after all, cep couldn’t explain radney’s and lee’s involvement
with maxwell without first explaining
what brought maxwell into their lives.
These apparent murders left a target
on maxwell’s back. almost everyone in
his community considered him a threat;
reciprocally, he considered them to be
threatening to him. in those days, the
life insurance industry, though thousands of years old, was still immature in
the united states. “by the time the reverend Willie maxwell began buying life
insurance,” cep explains, “the industry
was wild the way the West had been:
large, lawless, and lucrative for undertakers.”4 if you lived in maxwell’s town,
you couldn’t know for sure whether he
had purchased a life insurance policy on
your death. “[i]t was stunningly easy,”
cep submits, “to take out insurance on

of his politics. he was a media sensation, the object of hate and adoration,
and he acquired the moniker big Tom.
big Tom needed to stay in the limelight after his political career took a turn
for the worse. What should he do but
apply his legal skills to maxwell’s case,
or cases. “all those years of representing
maxwell,” cep writes, “hadn’t endeared
big Tom to anyone around lake martin,
but it had helped him make his name
as a lawyer who could handle any
case.”9 Any case, including that of burns.
big Tom wound up on the other side of
maxwell this time. Fearful that maxwell
had a living accomplice who could
exact revenge, folks in alex city and
around lake martin were reticent about
burns’s trial, which was, by any measure, sensational. Then a jury found
burns not guilty by reason of insanity.
“like the dam on the Tallapoosa river,”
cep intones, “the gates had closed on
the maxwell case, and ever so slowly
the waters began rising.”10
cep never discovered whether lee
actually wrote a book about maxwell.
if lee’s manuscript exists, its title is The
Reverend. until her literary estate is unsealed, we probably won’t discover
whether she completed it, at what
stage she abandoned it, or whether
she undertook to compose it at all. in
many respects, then, cep wrote the
book that lee didn’t write, or might
not have written.
Fans of lee–or “Nelle,” as she was
known to friends and family–will delight in the final section of Furious
Hours. readers of this journal–mostly
lawyers–will take special interest in
amasa coleman lee, Nelle’s attorney
father, and in Nelle’s legal education, to

say nothing of her research for capote’s
In Cold Blood. One gets the distinct impression that cep was working on a biography of lee when, over time and by
slow degrees, the possibility of a diﬀerent kind of book emerged.
suspense and intrigue aren’t the
only commendable qualities of Furious
Hours. cep is a master stylist, her prose
rhythmic and resonant and refined.
her opening passages about the Tallapoosa river and the coosa river–too
long to quote here–testify to her talent
as a craftswoman.
she presents, as well, extensive history about the south in general and
alabama in particular. george Wallace,
lurleen Wallace, martin luther King Jr.,
the scottsboro boys, booker T. Washington, Zora Neal hurston, mark Twain,
Fred gray, the victims of the sixteenth
street baptist church bombing, albert
brewer, Tammy Wynette, Jimmy carter,
rosalynn carter, F. scott and Zelda
Fitzgerald, morris dees–they’re all
here, if only in passing. Other figures
who appear are ancillary to maxwell’s
account, but significant to american
history: John F. Kennedy, Ted Kennedy,
richard Nixon, adlai stevenson, Walter
Kronkite, dan rather, gregory Peck,
and lyndon Johnson, to name a few.
My story, i’m relieved to report, has a
happy ending. recently i was a panelist at the mississippi book Festival
and noticed, on the program, that cep
was also a panelist. i sat in on her talk
and marveled at the crowds that
flocked to her as fans had flocked to
lee. cep thanked me in her book, in
light of our email correspondence and
some leads i gave her, but the extent
of “help” i provided did not merit the
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Allen Mendenhall and Casey Cep meet
and compare shoes.
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other people without their knowledge,
and somewhere along the line the
reverend Willie maxwell started making a habit out of it.”5
While those close to maxwell died,
one by one, under mysterious circumstances, as he steadily accumulated
wealth from life insurance payouts,
people in alex city grew uneasy.
everything about the situation was
grotesque. maxwell’s neighbor, dorcas
anderson, for instance, was supposed
to be a pivotal witness for the prosecution when maxwell faced charges of
murdering his first wife, mary lou, but
anderson changed her story at trial,
baﬄing and angering “those law enforcement agents who had taken her
original testimony.”6
What was dorcas thinking? What was
her motive? The answer soon became
clear: “in November of 1971, barely fifteen months after mary lou’s body was
found and only four months after he
was acquitted of her murder, the reverend maxwell took another wife: his
neighbor, and the state’s would-be star
witness, dorcas anderson.”7 Not long
after that, poor dorcas was dead, too.
rumors circulated that maxwell
practiced voodoo; no one could explain how, by all appearances, he got
away with murder. but was it murder?
“[O]f all the deaths associated with the
reverend Willie maxwell, only two,”
cep points out, “had ever been declared homicides, and neither of those
had resulted in convictions.”8
maxwell finally got what was coming
to him. an army veteran named robert
burns shot him three times in the head
at shirley ann’s funeral. burns regarded
himself as the heroic vigilante, and
wasn’t alone in that opinion. many locals were relieved to be rid of maxwell.
as if these twists weren’t curious
enough, radney–a liberal darling and
sometime politician who had represented maxwell in both civil and criminal matters connected to the
murders–ended up defending burns
against the charge of murdering
maxwell. a representative of the New
south with a national following, radney
was harassed and threatened because
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acknowledgment. i wanted, now, to
return thanks for her kind gesture.
eventually the crowds dispersed.
There we were, two people who knew
each other, in a manner of speaking, but
didn’t really know each other. a weird
feeling sets in when a disembodied personality you’ve grown accustomed to in
writing suddenly materializes as a fleshand-blood human with whom, suddenly, you can speak.
We initiated conversation by shaking
hands and exchanging pleasantries;
soon the ice was broken and we hit it
oﬀ. her intelligence was profound; she
was kind and thoughtful. When it came
time to leave, we hugged like old
friends, making sure to snap a photo of
the saddle oxford shoes we both happened to be wearing. before parting,
she told me she wished she could’ve
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met my grandfather, who passed away
in 2013. he would’ve enjoyed meeting
her, too. What would lee have thought
s
of her, i wonder. We’ll never know.
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